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Thank you for your purchase! At MSW® we believe having essential 
accessories makes a good bike ride great. The MSW Tool Hugger is a handy 
piece of equipment that will help you keep essential ride and flat repair tools 
organized and easy to use. 

 WARNING: CYCLING CAN BE DANGEROUS. BICYCLE PRODUCTS  
SHOULD BE INSTALLED AND SERVICED BY A PROFESSIONAL MECHANIC. 
NEVER MODIFY YOUR BICYCLE OR ACCESSORIES. READ AND FOLLOW ALL 
PRODUCT INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS INCLUDING INFORMATION ON THE 
MANUFACTURER’S WEBSITE. INSPECT YOUR BICYCLE BEFORE EVERY RIDE. 
ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET.

For additional product and safety information go to: www.mswbike.com/safety.

INSTALLATION
PACKING THE MSW TOOL HUGGER:

1. Fill pockets of Tool Hugger with desired tools and repair components.  
(See example below. Items shown are available separately.)

2. Fold over CO2 flap.

3. Place spare tube over top of flap.

4. Pull elastic ends over tube and attach ends with hook-and-loop fastener. 
ATTACHING THE MSW TOOL HUGGER TO YOUR BIKE

Once your Tool Hugger has been packed, loop the ends of the straps over the 
saddle rails (CO2 on top and facing up). Run the hook-and-loop strap through 
the loop and then back onto itself. Tighten the strap making sure the Tool 
Hugger is secured to your saddle rails and will not shift while riding. 

 WARNING: Entanglement of cargo or straps in your wheel could stop its 
rotation causing a loss of control or crash that could lead to serious injury. 
Periodically check to ensure that any loose straps are safely tucked into the 
Tool Hugger away from the wheel or other moving parts of the bicycle.

WARRANTY PROCESS

If you and your shop think your MSW product is worthy of a warranty 
inspection, please return the product to the original place of purchase, 
accompanied by a sales receipt.

For complete warranty information, visit www.mswbike.com/safety/warranty. 
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